THE WORK THAT WE DO

OUR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS EMPOWER YOUTH TO

ACHIEVE INTELLECTUAL INDEPENDENCE

TAKE ACTIONS ON SDGs

ACHIEVE FINANCIAL FREEDOM
SO FAR

TARGET POPULATION
1,000,000
We aim to reach and empower a million youth by 2030.

BENEFICIARIES
10,000
A good numbers have been empowered by us through our online and face to face programs.

RECOGNITIONS
2
PEACE ADVOCATE by UNESCO ITALY
BEST HUMANITARIAN ORGANIZATION by eYs MAGAZINE

PROGRAMS
10

COUNTRIES
7
WHERE WE WORK IN THE WORLD

OUR EFFORTS HAVE TAKEN PLACE ALL OVER. FIND OUT WHERE.

- CYPRUS
- GHANA
- NIGERIA
- SOUTH AFRICA
- TURKEY
- UAE
WORLD YOUTH SUMMIT
ACT 1 CYPRUS

Hosted on April 2019 in partnership with the Ministry of Youth and Sports Liberia.

90 Participants
WORLD YOUTH SUMMIT
ACT 2 SOUTH AFRICA

Hosted on October 2019 in partnership with SABYA, UNFPA, WITS UNIVERSITY and supported by the Presidency of the Republic of South Africa,

270 Participants
WORLD YOUTH SUMMIT
ACT 3 DUBAI UAE

Hosted on December 2019 in partnership American University Dubai. 180 Participants
LEAD LIKE MANDELA FORUM

Hosted on December 2020 in partnership with the Presidency of Cyprus Northern and the Thembekhile Mandela Foundation.

100 Participants
GLOBAL RESET FORUM
ANKARA TURKEY

Hosted on September 2021 in partnership with the Embassy of Djibouti in Turkey.
50 Participants
WORLD YOUTH SUMMIT
ACT 5 ABUJA NIGERIA

Hosted on October 2021 in partnership with the Presidency of the Federal Republic of Nigeria in charge of Youth affairs.

250 Participants
WORLD YOUTH SUMMIT ACT 6 EUROPE 2023

TRANSFORMATIVE EDUCATION: ROLE OF YOUTH IN HELPING ACHIEVE QUALITY EDUCATION BY 2030

1. Next World Youth Summit Act 6 or Sommet Mondial de la Jeunesse will take place on Early April in Europe.

2. 150 young people from across the world gather to debate pressing matters and model the committees of the United Nations. Moreover, high level speakers are expected such as the Minister of Youth affairs Sierra Leone.

3. Luxembourg or Germany, or France to host the 2023 World Youth Summit Act 6

4. Participants will gain a better understanding of the inner workings of the United Nations and build skills in diplomacy, compromise and decision making, so they will have the opportunity to make changes and solve problems.
A fruitful partnership with the Embassy of Djibouti in Turkey for the Global Reset Forum
CONTACT US

Our headquarters in South Africa
Email: president@worldyouthsummit.org
Tel: +905338318748/+27 84 527 1304

Our branch in USA
Tel: +1 (770) 742-4001/+1 (614) 980-4295

Our branch in Gambia
Tel: +220 791 1889

Our branch in Cameroon
Tel: +237 78763883